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Abstract
Many authors have noted the problem of excessive in-
formation when attempting to create useful visualisations
of software. The problem of visualising change over multi-
ple versions of software is more complex still. We present
a means of visualising changes in software, founded on
information-theoretic arguments, that easily and automati-
cally summarises difference between software versions with
respect to their code, their structure or their behaviour.
Further, we show, by creating visualisations in experiments
on real-world data, that the method is of utility to practi-
tioners and has implications beyond the field of software
visualisation.
Keywords: software evolution, visualisation of change,
Kolmogorov complexity, similarity metric, CompLearn.
1 Introduction
Software is difficult to visualise: it is both complex and
detailed, has multiple levels of structure and both static and
dynamic aspects need to be examined for a detailed under-
standing of its operation. When we come to consider soft-
ware evolution, or, alternatively, the comparison of different
versions or releases of software, the problems are further
compounded by the chronological nature of the evolution
— or simply by the quantities of data for comparison.
Successful approaches to visualising software have ac-
counted for software’s inherent properties by mirroring
them. Means of presenting data only when needed and in
the right quantities have been formulated and several imple-
mentations of useful tools for the exploration of software
structure have been documented in the literature.
The approach taken in this paper, however, is one of (the-
oretically based) summarization and of the comparison of
Diagrams in this paper employ colour: obtaining an electronic or
colour-printed version will aid comprehension.
summaries. Our interest is in first impressions and in pro-
viding big pictures of changes meaningful to developers, re-
searchers and managers. How can summarised changes in
structure, in behaviour or in the artefacts of the software
itself be compared and presented in a graphically useful
‘quick look’ way?
This paper, which provides an answer to that question, is
structured as follows. Sections providing a motivational ex-
ample and an overview of alternative solutions are followed
by a section in which we describe a series of experiments
performed on an open-source application. For each exper-
iment, we provide a summary illustration and provide an
analysis of the meaning of its results. Thereafter, we sketch
the information-theoretic basis for the illustrations and ex-
plain the procedure by which they were obtained. After a
brief section exploring the implications of these findings,
we outline future work and conclude.
2 Motivation: Example Scenario
Suppose an engineer has been set the task of evaluating
a series of releases of software with which he or she is com-
pletely unfamiliar with a view to beginning maintenance ac-
tivities. If a complete set of documentation exists, the en-
gineer will be very lucky but will still have to pick through
the documentation to find the changes. If, as is often the
case, the documentation is patchy or non-existent, the only
course of action is some form of reverse engineering activ-
ity. The engineer needs to find out about both the general
structure of the code and its detailed design; to discover as
many flaws or defects as possible in preliminary testing or
review; to locate where major changes were introduced; and
to record these findings before creating suites of regression
tests (if none yet exist) or introducing changes. What can
the engineer do to expedite progress?
In the case of single versions of the code, reverse engi-
neering and re-engineering patterns such as “Read all the
code in one hour” [10] can certainly contribute. Moreover,
there is a plethora of tools that allow the interactive explo-
ration of source code [39, 38, 27, 21]. In the case of multiple
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Figure 1. Comparison of 16 binary versions of slocate
releases of the same software, there are some research tools
such as Seesoft [12], Gase [16] and EvoTrace [14] that al-
low visualisations of software versions in terms of change
log visualisations, comparisons of change history, semantic
similarities or clustering of similar entities. However, they
offer quite a lot of information in terms of disparate views
of the software.
What happens if the engineer just wants a quick sum-
mary of several different aspects of the software artefacts
in order to allow them to know where to most productively
start work? How can they obtain, programmatically, a visu-
alisation of summarised software change?
Would a diagram like figure 1 help? This diagram shows
(in both 3D and 2D) plots of a distance matrix in which
each of sixteen releases of (in this case, the executables for)
a software package are compared with each other. The pair-
wise degree of similarity between versions is found quickly,
automatically, and in a parameter free way. The distance
matrix plots are symmetric, a central ridge, value 1.0 de-
noting identicality. The similarity between the first and the
last versions is shown to be least (graphed numeric result
tending towards 0.0).
It is most convenient to think of the plots either in terms
of columns or rows. Reading from a point on this ridge
either up (a column) or (along a row) to the right corre-
sponds to a comparison of that (reference) release with later
releases. A flat area (in a row or a column) shows that the
elements at that point are equally dissimilar to the reference,
not that they are necessarily similar to each other. Descrip-
tions of how the experimental data are derived, common
analysis of multiple experiments, and the theoretical back-
ground are given in sections 4, 6 and 5 respectively.
3 Visualisation of Software Change
What are the problems associated with the visualisation
of software change and what can be done to ameliorate
them? The main problem is that there is a surfeit of infor-
mation and that a means needs to be found of reducing the
cognitive load to make it easier (or possible) for the view-
ers to extract understanding from pictorial representations
of the change data. We survey the literature.
3.1 Why and how to visualise
Sillito et al. [36] describe the tasks that a programmer
must perform when making changes to software. Develop-
ers need to explore the code base to build an understanding
of the software to be modified: gaining a sufficiently broad
understanding is difficult. Apart from the cognitive over-
load, there is the problem of finding focus points, or land-
marks by which to navigate, during the building of the mod-
ification. Effective visualisations provide one tool in allevi-
ating these problems. What makes a good visualisation is
discussed by Amar and Stasko [2] who introduce the notion
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of analytic gaps, “obstacles faced by visualisations in facili-
tating higher level tasks”. Erbacher [13] outlines an iterative
process by which effective visualisations can be designed
and Hungerford et al. [17] discuss how visualisations can
be critically reviewed. Kienle and Mu¨ller [19], on the other
hand, study the requirements for visualisation tools. They
identify seven quality attributes that they recommend for ef-
fective visualisation systems. Finally, Reiss [32] points out
that, despite decades of research and the intuitive utility of
visualisation to the problems at hand, very few visualisa-
tions have had much impact in commonly available devel-
opment environments.
3.2 Software Visualisation
In section 2, we mentioned Rigi [39], SHriMP/Creole
[38, 27] and CodeCrawler [21] as tools providing visuali-
sations of software systems. Many others can be found in
the literature. For example, Li et al. [24] discuss how to dis-
play software architectures with constant visual complexity.
Ducasse et al. [11] employ polymetric views for looking at
the large quantities of run-time information. Reiss et al.
[33] review visualisations of run-time information.
We focus on tools and projects that are particularly con-
cerned with visualising or measuring software evolution.
McNair et al. [28], Ratzinger et al. [31] and Voinea and
Telea [41] all discuss this topic. Sawant and Bali [35] de-
scribe a tool for the visualisation of differences in software
architecture whereas van Rysselberghe and Demeyer [34]
are concerned with software understanding via the visual-
isation of change history. Vasa et al. [40] study which el-
ements of software projects change between releases with
the aid of the Bhattacharyya metric. Licata et al. [25] inves-
tigate how the signatures of program features change with
time by comparing pairs of versons of code taken from a
code versioning system. While Wu et al. [43] are inter-
ested in looking at how the rate of change varies to high-
light conspicuous changes, Xie and Notkin [45] investigate
the change in value spectra with a view to employing this
information in regression testing. Xing and Stroulia [46]
employ the UMLDiff tool [47] for examining the evolution
of software design. Similar work has been carried out by
Wenzel et al. [42]. The paper by Apiwattanapong et al. [3]
is well known for its discussion of semantic differencing
and the JDiff tool. Fluri and Gall [15] investigate how a
classification of the types of changes being made can help
in discovering coupling between the items changed.
3.3 Visualisation: Summary
The literature surveyed can be summarised as follows.
• There is a broad literature on the visualisation of soft-
ware engineering artefacts with many sophisticated
academic approaches to exploiting visualisation for a
wide variety of purposes.
• Despite general agreement concerning its utility, there
seems to be limited use of visualisation techniques in
the professional development arena.
• Several approaches exist to pairwise compare software
releases. In particular, several diff -like tools exist such
as JDiff, UMLDiff, SiDiff and DiffArchVis which will
provide details concerning the difference between ver-
sions.
• There does not seem to be a generic context-free way
to compare software artefacts quickly to get a single
measure of their degree of similarity.
4 Experiments
In several experiments, we apply the same method to
gauge and visualise the similarity of a variety of software
artefacts. In each case, we also provide an analysis of the
results. The common method and procedure by which these
visualisations are obtained from the different forms of ex-
perimental data is explained in section 6.
All experiments are performed on the open-source soft-
ware slocate [26], which is designed to catalogue and index
all files present in a specified area of a filesystem. slocate
has a long history with many publicly available releases. Its
code, which is short but performs fairly complex operations,
has also been redesigned on at least one occasion. This
makes the package an interesting candidate for our exper-
iments. Source lengths in kilobytes for the slocate releases
we studied are shown in table 1.
Table 1. slocate releases and sizes (kilobytes)
Release. 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.0
Size 26.6 26.7 24.0 23.9 29.7 31.3 32.2 70.3
Release 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 3.1
Size 72.3 72.7 70.7 73.6 82.6 91.3 92.0 67.4
4.1 slocate : Sources, Binaries
In our initial trials of the method [4], we made a direct
examination of the source code as well as looking at index-
ing and search traces on a known set of data. These results
are recreated and revisualised in this section for comparison
with the new results.
4.1.1 Experiments
As a first step in our investigation of slocate, we see how
much information we can learn from the packages directly.
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Figure 2. Comparison of slocate code sources and tar distributions
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Figure 3. Comparison of slocate execution traces: create and locate
In figure 1, we showed a comparison of the binary executa-
bles for each release. Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of
the sources (concatenated but unmodified ‘.h’ and ‘.c’ files)
with figure 2(b) showing an even simpler comparison of the
complete tar files as provided by the source distributions.
Figure 3(a), on the other hand, provides a comparison
of behaviour. It shows a comparison of the different ver-
sions of slocate during the indexing of a set of known data.
Likewise, figure 3(b) compares the behaviour of each of the
versions when performing the same search on the database
created in the indexing phase. The input data used to gener-
ate these diagrams were the unmodified system call traces
produced by monitoring the applications using the program
strace running under Linux.
4.1.2 Analysis
In some situations, we might not have source code so the
comparison shown in figure 1 could be quite useful. It
clearly shows the similarity between members of the 1.x
series. It further shows a similarity between versions 2.0,
2.1 and 2.2. Versions after that show only similarity to their
neighbours indicating continuous development.
Figure 2(a) is most interesting for showing the clear
grouping of the sources (only) into their release classifi-
cations. Figure 2(b), on the other hand, shows that in the
second series of release tarballs 2.0 to 2.4 (makefile only)
differed from 2.5 to 2.7 (autoconf files, doc directory).
Now examine figures 3(a) and 3(b). The first of these
shows that a quite striking change in behaviour was intro-
duced in version 1.6. Creation of the indexing database in-
volved similar operations in versions 1.0 to 1.5 and in ver-
sions 1.6 to 2.7. The second figure, however, shows extreme
similarity between versions during location operations. The
first and the last version are the most different and there are
hints that versions 1.5 to 2.2 involved similar sequences of
system calls as did versions 2.3 to 2.7.
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694: if
695: instr
698: break 696: if
700: instr
699: instr697: break
594: instr
595: if
596: instr 597: instr
598: instr
599: if
601: instr
600: instr
602: if
603: instr
604: if
605: if
607: instr
606: instr
608: loop
609: instr
610: if
612: switch 611: break
613: instr 615: instr617: instr 619: instr621: instr623: instr 625: instr627: instr 632: instr 634: instr 639: instr644: if 647: if 651: instr653: instr664: instr 666: instr 669: if
670: instr
671: instr
614: break 616: break 620: break622: break624: break 626: break628: if 633: break 635: if 640: if645: instr
646: break
648: instr
649: instr
652: break654: loop665: break 667: return
618: break
629: if
631: break
630: instr
636: instr
637: instr
638: break
641: instr
642: instr
643: break
650: break
655: instr
656: if
658: instr 657: break
659: if 662: instr
663: break661: instr 660: instr
668: break
672: if
673: instr
674: if
699: return
675: instr
676: if
677: instr
685: if 678: loop
686: instr 698: instr 679: if
680: instr 683: break
681: if
684: instr 682: break
687: loop
688: if
690: loop 689: break
691: if
692: instr
695: break693: if
697: instr
696: instr 694: break
1093: instr
1094: if
1096: instr
1095: goto1097: if
1144: instr
1145: return
1099: if 1098: goto
1100: instr 1102: if
1101: goto 1103: instr 1118: if
1104: if
1119: if1141: instr
1105: instr
1108: if
1106: if
1109: instr
1114: instr
1107: goto 1110: if
1115: if
1111: instr
1112: if
1113: goto 1116: instr
1117: goto
1120: instr
1121: if1142: goto
1123: instr
1122: instr
1124: loop
1125: if
1127: if1126: break
1128: instr
1129: instr1143: instr
1138: if
1130: loop
1139: goto 1140: instr
1131: if
1132: if 1136: break
1133: if 1135: break
1137: instr 1134: break
Figure 4. CIL: control flow for the sequence of slocate main routines (shown in reading order)
4.2 slocate : CIL Analysis
In this subsection, we compare the logical flow of the
program across versions by determining the control flow
graph (CFG) for each of the releases. The CFG is a rep-
resentation of decision points within the routines.
4.2.1 CIL
CIL [30], C Intermediate Language, is a high level repre-
sentation of C code and a powerful set of associated tools
intended for code analysis and transformation. For our lim-
ited purposes, it can, however, be thought of as a library of
Objective CAML routines that can be directed to perform
analysis of C code.
Using the CIL system [29], a short OCAML program
was written (based on sample code available from [18]) that
would accept all of the preprocessed .i files corresponding
to program compilation, would merge and combine them
and then use its analysis to create a set of dot files describ-
ing the control flow within the program. Each decision point
in the routine becomes a node in the diagram. We experi-
ment directly on the files describing control flow for each
version’s main routine. The flows for each version of slo-
cate are sketched in fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows in detail the flow
for slocate version 1.0.
4.2.2 Experiments
We perform two experiments. In figure 6(a), we compare
the control flow for the top level main routines for each re-
lease by comparing their dot file representations. In figure
6(b), we compare the control flows for each release by look-
ing at the concatenations of the dot files representing all of
the routines in each release.
4.2.3 Analysis
First look at diagram 6(a). The lack of plateaux spread-
ing out towards corners of the main diagonal is indicative
of steady change. The slocate main routines operate differ-
ently in each version. Nevertheless, we can see four blocks
along the main diagonal: 1.0 to 1.4, 1.4 to 2.1, 2.1 to 2.5
and 2.5 to 2.7. The extreme difference between the versions
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370: instr
371: if
372: instr 373: instr
374: if
375: instr
376: instr
377: loop
378: instr
379: if
381: switch380: break
382: instr 384: instr386: instr
390: instr
392: instr394: instr
395: if383: break 385: break387: if
391: break
393: break
388: if
389: instr
396: instr
397: if
401: if
398: instr
399: if
402: return 403: return
400: instr
Figure 5. CIL: control flow for slocate main rou-
tine, version 1.0
2.5 to 3.1 and the others is indicated by values close to zero.
These final versions are strongly different from their prede-
cessors. Also striking are the very low values for the simi-
larity. Only for routines in the block 1.0 to 1.4 is their any
sign of close similarity. The main routines being analysed
are short but steadily increase in complexity as additional
functionality is added. This representation, therefore, seems
to be less informative than the previous ones (although we
will need to carry out additional research to find out why).
Now look at diagram 6(b) that shows the similarity for
the concatenation of all routines’ representations. We see
that, apart from some slight degree of similarity for the ini-
tial few versions, perhaps as far as version 1.5, there seems
to be very little similarity detected by the method. The most
striking feature is the trough to be seen between versions 2.0
and 2.3. It seems that these versions were quite different
from all of the others.
4.3 slocate : Call Graph Analysis
In this subsection, we consider the program structure in
terms of the linkage between its routines. This time we
compare call graphs.
4.3.1 ncc
ncc [44] can be thought of as a front-end for the gcc com-
piler. It extracts a call graph from the source code before
passing it on to gcc for compilation. Again ncc will pro-
duce dot files corresponding to the code presented to it for
analysis. Each of these represents the call graph for the pro-
gram under analysis: each routine becomes a node in the
graph. It does not, however, show control flow.
We applied it to the sources for each version of slocate to
produce call graphs for the main routine. Each node is the
name of a routine: main, rindex, load dir, and so on. For
space reaons, we show only one example as figure 7.
4.3.2 Experiments
Again we perform two experiments. In figure 8(a), we look
at the call graphs for the top level main routines. In fig-
ure 8(b), although we consider the main routines, this time
we omit calls to the system memory management routines
malloc, free and realloc.
4.3.3 Analysis
The first item of note about figures 8(a) and 8(b) is the
strong similarity between the two. Omitting or including the
calls to the sytem memory management functions makes no
noticeable difference to the results. The comparison method
does not see these as being noteworthy functions.
Looking at the figures in more detail, we see three clear
divisions represented as blocks along the diagonal corre-
sponding to the major release numbers. It is reassuring to
see that the last two members of the 1.x series had some de-
gree of similarity to the 2.x series leading to a ‘halo’ effect
around the central block. The sole member of the 3.x series
is seen to be fundamentally different in structure to the 1.x
series and even the 2.x series as we would expect. The 2.x
series, however seems to be split into two sub-blocks: 2.0
to 2.3 and 2.4 (perhaps 2.5) to 2.7. Again, this is reflected
in the code. 2.0 to 2.3 were indeed structured differently. A
patch was required to get these versions to compile.
5 Information Theoretic Approach
All of the experimental results were obtained using an
implementation of a similarity metric based on the concept
of Kolmogorov complexity. Here we sketch the theory be-
hind these, the implementation, and how they were applied
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Figure 6. Comparison of slocate control flow graphs produced from CIL data
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Figure 7. ncc: call graph for slocate main routine, version 1.0
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Figure 8. Comparison of slocate call graphs produced from ncc data
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to produce the final results. In addition to an extensive bibli-
ography on these topics, pointers to references on Shannon
entropy and Kolmogorov complexity in the context of soft-
ware engineering are presented in our earlier paper [4].
5.1 Kolmogorov Complexity
The Kolmogorov complexity, discovered independently
by Solomonoff [37], Kolmogorov [20] and Chaitin [5], can
be defined as follows [22].
Formally, the Kolmogorov complexity, or al-
gorithmic entropy,K(x) of a string x is the length
of the shortest binary program x∗ to compute x
on an appropriate universal computer — such as
a universal Turing machine.
Kolmogorov complexity measures messages’ individual
information content, rather than, as in the Shannon case,
information transfer based on the probabilistic selection of
messages from a set. For more details see [23, 8].
5.2 Similarity Metric
A means for comparing how similar two objects are in
terms of their shared information content, the Similarity
Metric, was published by Li et al. [22]. Their normalised in-
formation distance (NID) is a relative metric in that it takes
the quantities of information in the objects to be compared
into account. It is given by the following equation.
NID(x, y) =
max{K(x|y),K(y|x)}
max{K(x),K(y)} (1)
Here K(x|y), for example, is the conditional Kolmogorov
complexity of x given y. This is the length of the shortest
program for a universal Turing machine to output x when
given an input y. The NID has been shown to obey the
standard metric properties up to an additive term. It takes
values from [0, 1] with 0 indicating identical objects.
5.3 Implementation
The practical difficulty with using Kolmogorov com-
plexity is that it is non-computable. Kolmogorov complex-
ity is not partial recursive and so it is impossible to find
its exact value. This is a consequence of the nonexistence
of an algorithm solving the halting problem which is itself
closely connected with Go¨del’s incompleteness theorem.
Kolmogorov complexity can, however, be approximated.
Cilibrasi and Vita´nyi [7] created the normalised com-
pression distance (NCD).
NCD(x, y) =
C(xy) −min{C(x), C(y)}
max{C(x), C(y)} (2)
where xy denotes the concatenation of x and y. C(x), for
example, denotes the approximation of a Kolmogorov com-
plexityK(x) by the length of the compressed data produced
by an instance of a real compressor. Provided the compres-
sor possesses certain properties (idempotency, monotonic-
ity, symmetry and distributivity), they show that the NCD
provides an approximation of the NID [22].
The publicly available toolkit CompLearn [6] contains
an implementation of the NCD. We employ the blocksort
compressor of version 1.0.2. Given two strings to compare,
it produces a number constrained to lie between zero and
(approximately) one: zero means that the comparands are
identical. Performing pairwise comparisons on a set of ob-
jects, the program ncd produces a symmetric distance ma-
trix which is used for our visualisation.
5.4 Interpretation
The Similarity Metric is a universal comparator. If two
objects are close using any reasonable distance measure,
then they will also be close using the Similarity Metric. Fur-
thermore, it can compare objects not normally considered
comparable – a mitochondrial genome and a Unix binary,
for example.
The Similarity Metric is also, in some sense, a feature de-
tector. It finds the characteristic most similar between com-
pared entities as the basis for its similarity measurement.
This may not be what is intuitively the most comparable
feature and what is chosen may not be the same even when
one member of a pair is substituted by a third item.
The NCD has already been applied successfully in a di-
verse range of fields from genomics to musical style classifi-
cation. Concerning Kolmogorov complexity-based metrics,
in a section of the recent paper by Allen et al. [1] discussing
‘size’ metrics, the authors show that they are strongly cor-
related with counting metrics.
6 Common experimental analysis
In our experiments, all of the comparisons for each of
the different types of input data were performed in the same
way. Data samples representing the software releases were
compared using the NCD to produce a distance matrix. This
matrix denotes pairwise comparison between each of the
samples and is symmetrical (about its minor diagonal). The
values plotted, both in 2D and 3D, are 1.0-NCD to permit
easier viewing of the results. Therefore, a value of 1.0 rep-
resents identical samples whereas a value closer to zero rep-
resents samples differing greatly from each other.
Note that we performed no filtering on the input data for
comparison of sources or behaviours. We made no attempt
to find a common alphabet of symbols or make edits of any
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kind1. Similarly, in the comparison of logical structure, we
relied directly on the dot files as being representative of de-
cisions made in the software. Finally, the dot files concern-
ing program structure in terms of linkages (routine calls) be-
tween the different elements of the program were not mod-
ified in any way to produce the graphs shown.
We believe that the techniques described in this paper
have additional applications in software engineering. Some
examples include software clustering, clone detection, im-
plications for testing resulting from added software com-
plexity, project management and feature detection. Con-
cerning visualisation, one possible avenue of investigation
might mirror D’Ambros and Lanza’s work showing ways
to visualise changes in information content as a means of
predicting where bugs may have been injected [9].
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In visualisation, the problem of information overload is
well-known and several means of ameliorating it — mul-
tiple views, hierarchical views, abstraction, interactive vi-
sualisation — have been proposed. In this paper we have
shown that, by applying an information theoretic approach
to analyze software artefacts, we can create a visualisation
that, firstly, finds and highlights the most significant dif-
ferences between software versions; secondly, provides a
numerical measure of similarity between compared arte-
facts; and, thirdly, in conjunction with the visualisations
presented here, allows researchers, developers and man-
agers to quickly grasp areas of significant change without
need for extensive and difficult analysis.
Clearly there are implications for several software engi-
neering fields in view of the results of the information the-
oretic model sketched in this paper. Within the field of vi-
sualisation, we will proceed to make more detailed studies
of how much can easily be revealed using these techniques
throughout the software development process with the aim
of providing as much information for practitioners as possi-
ble in their never-ending challenge to understand unfamiliar
code.
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